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Questions for Candidates for Texas Land Commissioner 
Conservative Coalition of Harris County  

Our questionnaire is for candidates to indicate their reasons and opinions concerning issues 

surrounding their races. This questionnaire will be posted onto the Conservative Coalition of Harris 

County website for public voter viewing.  

Candidate Name Position for which Candidate is Running 

Dawn Buckingham Commissioner of the General Land Office 

Please give your answer to each of the following questions and please include your rationale with 

each answer. Please be concise and clear. 

 

1. Please describe the qualifications and experience that make you the best candidate in your 

political race. 

 Answer: I am the proven and experienced conservative fighter in this race. I am the only candidate 

for this office that has a proven record. You do not have to guess where I am on the biggest fights 

for conservatives. You can check my thousands of votes in the Senate, the bills I've filed, and the 

stands I've taken. While others may talk the talk, I have walked the walk. I am a residential, 

commercial, and agricultural landowner. I have experience in many types of land management. I am 

currently the president of my corporate ranching entity and believe we must fight against eminent 

domain. I’ve prioritized rural Texas in my time in the Senate which is why we passed one of the 

largest broadband access bills this past session. My Senate district is rural, and I care deeply about 

preserving rural Texas. That is where our Texas values come from, and that is the root of who we 

are. In the Senate, I have served three terms on the Sunset Advisory Commission doing a deep dive 

into over 80 agencies.  I have seen where they get off track and how to get them back on track to 

better serve Texans.  Additionally, I served on the Senate Finance Committee, where we wrote the 

budget for each agency. I know how our state government works and how to enact positive change. 

I have also served on the Higher Education Committee and the Veteran Affairs and Border Security 

Committee.  These committees have relevance to the General Land Office. Before I was in the 

Senate, I served on the Lake Travis ISD School board and I also served as the Vice-Chair of the 

State Board of Educator Certification. This compilation of experience makes me uniquely qualified 

amongst my opponents to serve as the Commissioner of the General Land Office on day one. I am 

also a practicing physician who is used to making important decisions that have an immense impact 

on my patients and their loved ones. I’m used to making tough decisions when needed and I won’t 

back down from a challenge—no matter how big. 
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2. Please explain what you believe are the most significant issues in this race, why you are 

running for this position and what differentiates you from the other candidate(s). 

 Answer: I love serving Texas in the Senate, but God does not call us to the easy path. When I saw 

the void in the GLO, I knew Texas needed an experienced conservative fighter to be the tip of the 

spear in defending our Texas history and the oil and gas industry against the liberal left’s agenda.  I 

am committed to preserving the Texas we know and love for our children and grandchildren.  As a 

mom whose daughter recently got married, I take this duty very seriously.  As I stated earlier, the 

Land Commissioner truly is central to so many of our biggest fights right now, and I am a fighter. I 

want to go where I can achieve the most good for the people of this state, and I believe I am 

uniquely qualified with my life experiences and proven conservative record as a legislator to deliver 

for Texans as I described in detail in question #1. 

 

3. What will be your top 3 priorities during your upcoming term? 

 Answer: 
1) Illegal immigration/border security: 

I am going to identify all available state lands that could be used for a state border wall and 

then begin construction as soon as practicable. Most people don’t know that the first 

section of the border wall was built by the GLO as a levee for flood mitigation. I will 

continue my commitment to gaining complete operational control of our border. My record 

is clear, I put the teeth in the sanctuary city bill, tripled funding for border security, and 

voted for every measure in the senate that would further secure our border. 

2) Preserving our Texas History 

There will be no reimagining of the Alamo or our rich Texas history on my watch. The 

Land Commissioner is the guardian of our state history and many of our sacred monuments 

and I will never let them become victim to liberal revisionists who wish to demean and 

slander them. I am the one who threw down the legal challenge that kept the Alamo 

Cenotaph where it should be, out in front. Additionally, I passed the only legislation this 

session that protected our monuments. 

3) Hurricane/Disaster Recovery 

Growing up on the Texas coast and attending medical school and residency in Galveston 

has taught me when you are a victim of a storm, help can never come fast enough. The 

General Land Office plays a pivotal role in disaster recovery and has plenty of areas to 

improve after Hurricane Harvey. With the benefit of hindsight, I think we can make 

significant improvements in the recovery process by looking at efficiencies that can be 

made such as eliminating the bulk of bureaucracy when waiting on FEMA and 

streamlining the process to get Texans back in their homes after a storm. Additionally, the 

General Land Office has a unique opportunity to partner with the US Army Corps of 

Engineers to create the largest flood mitigation project of our lifetime in the Coastal Spine 

Barrier, otherwise known as the Ike Dike, which would protect our Texans who live on the 

coast and our invaluable oil, gas, and refinery industry from storm surges.  
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4. What changes can be made to the Land Commissioner office to improve productivity, 

reduce waste and increase efficiency? 

 Answer:  My main concern with the GLO is its handling of our beloved Alamo as well as the 

agency’s role in disaster relief after a major storm event such as a hurricane. I will review all 

current plans for the Alamo and ensure that there is no “reimagining” of this sacred place. I threw 

down the legal challenge to keep the Cenotaph out front where it belongs and I was disappointed 

the GLO was not leading on this issue. We cannot have any who wish to revise history have a say 

in our historical monuments and I will ensure none have a seat at the table.  

 

With disaster response, we have learned a lot since major storms like Hurricane Harvey, but I am 

going to work to ensure every Texan affected by future events is well served and we are helping 

them get back to normal as fast as possible because I know that when you are caught in a storm, 

help can never come quick enough. This starts by immediately identifying and familiarizing any 

and all HUD and FEMA grants that would not tie our hands at the state level and could quickly be 

used to help those affected by storm damage. Additionally, we need to make sure that any sort of 

aid is immediately going to those that have been directly impacted by a storm, followed by those 

that are the most vulnerable to a future storm, instead of prioritizing areas that have not been 

affected. With the benefit of hindsight, we can ensure that we are properly aiding the Texans that 

need it most. 

 

5. What issues need to be addressed by the Land Commissioner with increased restrictions by 

the Federal Government (EPA, etc.) on the oil and gas industry in Texas? 

 Answer:  I think one of the biggest challenges facing the Oil & Gas industry is the current Federal 

Government and those on the far left that continue declaring the fossil fuel industry public enemy 

#1 and keep pushing for the passage of the Green New Deal. The passage of the Green New Deal 

would be utterly devastating for our oil & gas industry, our state’s economy, and our children’s 

education via a diminished Permanent School Fund and Permanent University Fund. I plan to fight 

the Federal Government and protect our invaluable oil & gas industry at every chance I get whether 

it be by filing lawsuits on the state and federal level to using the power of the General Land Office 

to combat them at every opportunity.  
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BY RETURNING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE, THE CANDIDATE ASSUMES FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALL 

ANSWERS TO THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.  THE ANSWERS ON THE FOREGOING REFLECT THE CANDIDATE’S 

BEST EFFORTS TO ANSWER THIS QUESTIONNAIRE HONESTLY AND DIRECTLY. 

 

PLEASE SAVE YOUR COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE TO YOUR LOCAL MACHINE IN 

THE EVENT THAT THERE ARE ANY TECHNICAL PROBLEMS WHEN YOU ATTEMPT TO 

EMAIL IT BACK. 

 

Once this questionnaire has been completed, please email it to: 

 alex@cchc-pac.org 
 

 * Please note:  You must return your questionnaire from the email address to which it was sent.  

Questionnaires returned from any other email address will be considered fraudulent and will not be 

recorded and no answers will be published in the voter’s guide.  CCHC-PAC deems a return from the 

proper email address as authentication of the correct respondent. 
 

mailto:alex@cchc-pac.org
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Dawn Buckingham

ABOUT DR. DAWN BUCKINGHAM

Dr. Dawn Buckingham is a Republican senator, an 
experienced oculoplastic surgeon, an avid hunter, a 
seventh-generation Texan, and a lifelong conservative 
fighter.

In 2016, Buckingham made history as the first Travis County 
Republican elected to the Texas Senate and the first woman 
to represent Senate District 24, a 17-county region of West 
Texas and the Texas Hill Country. In the Texas Senate, 
Buckingham has worked tirelessly to secure our border, 
defend our constitutional rights, protect the unborn, and 
uphold our traditional Texas values.

During the recent legislative session, Dawn helped pass 
one of the most conservative legislative agendas in history, 
including constitutional carry, landmark election integrity 
reforms, banning the teaching of Critical Race Theory in our schools, stopping liberal cities like Austin 
from defunding the police, and passing the Texas Heartbeat Protection Act – the strongest pro-life law 
in the nation. Buckingham is the proud author of a law to protect Texas’ historical monuments like the 
Alamo. She also passed legislation requiring all professional sports teams in Texas to honor our veterans 
by playing the Star-Spangled Banner before taking the field.

Dawn grew up in League City along the Texas coast. Her family later moved to Travis County, where she 
attended Westlake High School. After graduation, Dawn paid her way through college at the University 
of Texas at Austin by living at home and working two full-time jobs. She attended medical school at the 
University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston before returning to Travis County to launch her successful 
surgical practice.

As Texas’ first female Land Commissioner, Dawn will protect our proud Texas history and fight back 
against the Biden Administration’s assault on our state’s oil and natural gas industry. Buckingham will 
honor our brave veterans by providing them with the help and resources they deserve and manage the 
state’s Permanent School Fund to provide every child in Texas with a quality education that prepares 
them for the future.

Dawn and her husband Ed (also a surgeon) have two children in college and reside in Lakeway, Texas.

THE CONSERVATIVE CHOICE 
for Texas Land Commissioner

Hear Dawn discuss her campaign by visiting
DawnBuckingham.com/StumpSpeech

POL. ADV. PAID FOR BY DR. DAWN BUCKINGHAM CAMPAIGN



DEDICATED STEWARD
As a physician, Dawn Buckingham was called to serve others from a young age. She paid her own way 
through college and graduated with honors before attending medical school at UT-Medical Branch in 
Galveston. More than 25 years later, she still practices medicine and serves the people of her community.   
As Texas Land Commissioner, Dawn will be a dedicated steward of our state lands, protect and preserve  
our unique Texas history, and ensure that the children of Texas are provided a quality education that 
prepares them for the future.

DOMINANT FUNDRAISER 
Of the announced candidates for Texas Land Commissioner, Dawn Buckingham has outraised her 
opponents nearly 10 to 1. As the only proven conservative in the race, Senator Buckingham is fortunate to 
have the active support of countless influential business leaders from every corner of Texas.

VETERAN CAMPAIGNER 
In 2016, Senator Buckingham prevailed in a highly competitive six-way Republican Primary for the Texas 
Senate. Through her unrelenting hard work and determination, Buckingham consistently exceeded 
expectations and dominated the race in all phases. Dawn believes that the harder a candidate works, the 
higher more likely they are to be successful.

EXPERIENCED LEADER 
The General Land Office is far too important to entrust to someone with a limited understanding of 
Texas government. As a member of the Texas Senate, Dawn Buckingham has spent years building the 
relationships and developing the skills to effectively lead the GLO from day one.

TRUSTED CONSERVATIVE 
It’s easy to say you’re conservative, but only one candidate in the race for Texas Land Commissioner has 
a proven, conservative record of delivering results for the people of Texas. That’s why former President 
Donald Trump, former Governor Rick Perry, Senator Ted Cruz, and Lt. Governor Dan Patrick have endorsed 
Dawn Buckingham for Texas Land Commissioner. They know that she walks the walk, and never backs  
down from a fight.

THE ONLY VIABLE CANDIDATE
for Texas Land Commissioner

Dawn Buckingham

Leading Conservatives Have Already Endorsed Dawn

Will you?

President 
Donald Trump

Governor 
Rick Perry

Lt. Governor 
Dan Patrick

Senator 
Ted Cruz

Visit DawnBuckingham.com to donate today!



 9 Republican State Senator
 9 100% Pro-Life 
 9 Pro-2nd Amendment
 9 A Champion for Border Security
 9 A Pro-Business, Christian 
Conservative

www.DawnBuckingham.com 

Dr. Dawn Buckingham
A Proven Conservative for 
Texas Land Commissioner

BUCKINGHAM
FOR

	9	Endorsed by President Donald Trump



Dr. Dawn Buckingham has a proven record of 
fighting for our conservative principles in the 
Texas Senate. As our next Land Commissioner, 
Dawn will defend our conservative Texas values 
against the Biden Administration and the 
far-left activists working to turn Texas blue.

Pol. Adv. Paid for by Dr. Dawn Buckingham Campaign

www.DawnBuckingham.com

Dr. Dawn Buckingham
A Record You Can Trust

DrBuckinghamTX

DrBuckinghamTX

Endorsed By Conservative Leaders You Trust

President 
Donald Trump

Governor 
Rick Perry

Lt. Governor 
Dan Patrick

Senator 
Ted Cruz


